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what the heck is a kobold?
ccording to the learned sage Fergulbarq, Kobolds are the greatan innumerable
horde of ravaging, fearsome beasts that are extremely tasty
when flame-broiled and served with a secret sauce. Fergulbarq
was of course an utter madman and an outrageous liar* (except
for the part about flame-broiling Kobolds - yum!)

Aest threat to humankind since the Black Plague.

Honestly, Kobolds are a completely
insignificant race of tiny, dog-like**
humanoids with few redeeming qualities.
The lowest of the low, Kobolds are weak,
stupid, slovenly, cannibalistic little
buggers that lead brutal, short, and
silly little lives. Outside of enlisting
as cannon-fodder for evil armies or
acting as lackeys for power-mad (and
very cheap) warlocks - Kobolds have
little to offer the world, except as
cooks, err - I mean being cooked. As we
alluded to earlier, Kobolds are damn tasty
with a side salad.
Physically, Kobolds are the shortest
of the brutish humanoid races,
standing only 2 feet tall. Covered in bristly orange fur, they have
large heads (to accommodate their even larger mouths, filled with
sharp, pointy teeth). Their mouths are so large that most of their
face is covered by it, leaving scant room for beady little eyes (and no
room for noses).
Kobolds worship VOR, the Big Red Angry God™, which is understandable;
wouldn't you be angry if you were the god of the Kobolds? The only
thing that Vor hates more than a Kobold is a coward, which is why
Kobolds are the most fearless of all the intelligent (and we use that
term loosely here) races. Ironically, the complete and total lack of a
sense of self-preservation is the only thing keeping the Kobolds
going - any other race would have packed it in a long time ago, given
up, and faded into extinction.
Kobolds live in caves - since architecture is way beyond a Kobold's
walnut-sized brain. To a Kobold, any decently sized hole in the ground
near a food source (i.e. a human village) is a "cave" - whether it be an
abandoned ruin, an ancient dungeon, or a collapsed water-slide theme
park. There in The Caves, the king of the Kobolds, King Torg (ALL HAIL
KING TORG!) rules with an iron stomach (much more impressive to
Kobolds than an iron fist) from the fabled Chickenbone Throne. King
Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!) demands utter obedience, fierce loyalty,
thirteen meals a day, and a nice bedtime story. Except for cooks,
most Kobolds spend their time gathering (i.e. stealing) food for The
Caves - veggies, cheeses, chickens, and best of all FRESH HUMAN BABIES.
* Some other learned sages have claimed that Fergulbarq was actually a Kobold - and as
such, a genius and visionary, since no other Kobold in history has actually managed to
pronounce innumerable.
** That's right, dog-like! Not reptilian. Come on, they bark, for the love of gygax™.
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DANGEROUS Note! Some of the skills are a little more powerful (i.e.
useful) than others, and as we all know, power in the paws of an
impulsive and reckless Kobold is a dangerous thing. So, in a vain
attempt to teach Kobolds that their actions have consequences, Bob
(the Human God) proposed an injunction on said skills which was carried by an overwhelming majority by the Council of the Gods monster
resources sub-committee™. As a result, a number of Kobold Skills are
marked "Dangerous!" Dangerous skills NEVER require a skill roll and
can be used out of turn, but they have their own side effects, which
are explained later.

elect up to 6 SKILLS (pages 8-12)
record them on your Kobold
Reference Sheet™.

S and

The kobold horrible death record
As you may have heard, it's tough being a Kobold! Whenever a Kobold
fails a skill roll, there is a chance that she will die a Horrible Kobold
Death. Each time a Kobold fails a skill roll, cheque off a box in the
Kobold Horrible Death Record™ located on the Kobold Reference
Sheet™. Each time that a Kobold adds or removes a cheque from the
Kobold Horrible Death Record™, roll 2d6 and add the number of
cheques the Kobold has accumulated to the roll. If the total is less
than or equal to 13, she don't die. However, if the roll, plus the
cheques, is greater than 13 she must roll for a Kobold Horrible
Death™. See page 38 for complete rules on the horrible ways that
Kobolds can (and most certainly will) die!
Some skills are especially hazardous to use, like DUELIST, LACKEY,
COWER, TRACK, SAGE, and TRADE (the ones marked DANGEROUS!). Whenever
a Kobold uses a DANGEROUS! skill, he automatically takes a Kobold
Horrible Death Cheque™!
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HOUSE RULES!
(All The Rules that Don't Fit Anywhere Else)

The "ALL HAIL" Rule
If anyone utters the name of King
Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!), all
players must shout, "All Hail King
Torg!" Failure to express the proper
respect for King Torg (ALL HAIL KING
TORG!), results in a cheque on the
Kobold Horrible Death Record™.

The "KOBOLD SOLILOQUY"
Rule
If your Kobold dies, you may stand
up at the table, put your right hand
over your heart, and recount the
great deeds of your poor dead
Kobold. Once finished, all the
players at the table vote yea or
nay on allowing you back.
If the vote ends up in
your favour, roll up a
new Kobold and bring him
into the game, keeping
all of your current
Victory Points.
Otherwise you're out of
the game; why not go
buy some snacks while you
wait? The Mayor only votes to
break ties.
Tharg is torn to shreds by a coop full of chickens. Heather stands up at the table
putting her hand over his heart, "Mighty Tharg that did slay many chickens. That did eat
Farmer John's baby. That did steal rope from the Bazaar and did valiantly die in the
chicken coop behind the Screaming Unicorn. We will miss you!"

The "BABY NEGLIGENCE" Rule
Take it from the pros: Babies are very fragile! If you don't believe us,
try playing catch with one, and see how well the baby works after it
hits the ground a few times! If a Kobold performs any action that will
jeopardise the life of the baby, the Mayor rolls a die. On an odd roll,
the Mayor subjects the precious little thing to the horrors of the
Baby Horrible Death Chart (page 38). What kind of things will cause a
baby to buy the farm? Casting spells, putting a baby in a backpack,
failing a skill roll near a baby, lower mortgage rates, and anything
that your Mom would yell at you for doing to your little sister.

The "AND ME BOSS" Rule
If more than one Kobold is involved in an action that produces Victory
Points, the Kobold that instigated the action decides how the VP are
divided among the participants. He can choose to divide them in any
way, even if he decides that they should all be his, Mwahaha!
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